Hint

Looks like pink rice!

Crystal shape, 7 on Moh's Hardness scale

Hint

A very sandy sedimentary rock. Used to make glass

2 on Moh's Hardness Scale, scratch with your fingernail
Lamproite

Novaculite

Kaolin

Sphalerite
Hint

Used to sharpen knives

Might have diamonds
Dark in color

Hint

Smells bad and contains zinc

Sticks to tongue!
Used to make paint
Hint: Shaped like a rhombus!

Hint: Reddish brown Has Spots!

Hint: Has Fossils Reacts with Acid

Hint: Very flat rock
Hint
Hard igneous rock used to make shingles

Hint
You can write with this rock

Hint
Black
Very Crumbly!

Hint
Gray rock reacts to acid